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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM 
The purpose of t his study is to investigate the problems 
involved in the use of a checklist to measure mental imageryl 
in a select group of pupils of the seventh and eighth grades. 
For the purpose of this s tudy mental imagery will be 
thought of as visual i magery, vvith scope and clarity define d , 
and of i magery other than visual, particularly auditory, gust a -
tory, kinesthetic, olfactory, and tactile. 
The checklist which purports to measure visua l imagery, 
I its scope and clarity, and imagery other than visual will be 
presented in two forms using a different set of ten stimuli 
sentences for each form. Four scores will result. The sum of 
the se four scores will be a total ment a l imagery score. 
The study will determine, by the use of the t wo forms of 
the checklist, which of the f our scoring methods is the most 
reliable measure of mental imagery as it is measured by this 
instrument. 
It will b e the concern of this study to investigate the 
equivalency of the t wo forms, and the equivalency of the 
stimuli sentences used ~,,Ji t h each form of the checklist. 
The study will determine also whethe r or not the check-
l Carlton Ivi . Singleton, "Imagery Checklist," Incomplete 
Doctorate study, Boston University, 1953. 
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list affects the constancy of the mental image vvhich results 
from the reading of the stimuli sentenc e . 
This study will ascertain the number of pictures which 
are reported as memory pictures, and the number which are 
reported as created pictures. IJiemory pictures will be defined ! 
as pictures which result from the reading of the stimuli 
sentences, but are composed of people, places, and things 
which have been part of the student's experience. Created 
pictures will be defined as pictures which result from the 
reading of the stimuli sentences, but are not pictures of 
people, places, and things which the student has actually 
seen or knows. 
There fo re this study will ans\ver, as objectively as 
possible, the following questions: 
1. Are the two forms of the checklist equivalent? 
2. "Which of the four scoring methods used in the check-
list is the most reliable? 
3. Are the sentences used as stimuli equivalent fo r 
each form of the checklist? 
4. Do t he images remain constant from the time the 
stimuli sentence is read to the end of the check-
list? 
5. Do vve find a greater number of memory pictures or of 
created pictures? 
The study will be concerned with the following relation-
ships, using the checklist as a measuring instrument: 
1. What is the relationship between mental imagery 
I 
I ----
1 
2. 
and total mental age?l 
2. vfuat is the relationship between mental imagery 
scores and language mental age?l 
3. wbat is the relationship betv._reen mental imagery 
scores and non-language mental age ? l 
4. h1lat is the relationship between mental imagery 
scores and total intelligence scores?l 
5. What is the relationship between mental imagery 
scores and language i ntelligence scores?l 
6 . What is the relationship betvveen mental i magery 
scores and non-language intelligence scores?l 
7. ~~at is the relationship between reading and mental 
imagery?2 
8. What is ~he relationship between vocabulary and mental 
ima.ger y ? 
9. \!Jhat is the rela t ionship betwe en scores on a test 
of English, sentence construction2 grammar, and correct usage and mental imagery?-
10. What is 
te s-t of 
11. ~Vbat is 
test of 
12. vfuat is 
created 
the relationship bet,veen the score on a 
literature and mental imagery scores?2 
the relationship between the sc·ores on a 
spelling and mental imagery scores?2 
the relationship between the number of 
pictures and the number of memory pictures?2 
1 Elizabeth T. Sullivan, et. a l., ealifomia Test of iVlental 
~aturit~, Intermediate and Elementary Series - Complete, 
Grades 7-10, California Test Bureau, California, 1950. 
2 Richard D. Allen, et. al., ~Metropolitan Achievement Test, 
Advanced and Intermediate Battery , V!oi~lct Book Company, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, New York, 1948 . 
3 . 
CHAPTER II 
THE PH.OCEDUH.E 
-, 
··,, 
The method of this study in investigating· the problems in-
volved in the use of a checklist in measuring mental imagery 
will be discussed in this chapter. 
De scription of Population Used in This ~tudy 
It was the desire of the author of this study t o obta in 
fifty pupils for the experiment, t wenty-five from the seventh 
grade, and t1venty-five from the eighth grade. There vJere to 
be an equal number of boys and girls. It was desired also that 
each pupil who participated in the study have a total grade 
achievement of at least the seventh grade, and be reading at a 
seventh grade level or above. Each pupil was to have a total 
mental age of twelve years or higher. 
In order to secure the population desired, forty-five 
eighth grade students were given the Metropolitan Achievement 
Test, Advanced Battery - Complete Form u. 1 They were given 
also the California Test of lVIental Maturity, Intermediate 
Series - Complete Form.2 Fifty seventh grade pupils were given 
1 Richard D. Allen, et. al., lVletropolitan Achievement Test, 
Advanced and Intermediate Battery, World Book Company, Yonkers-
on-Hudson, ... ~ew York, 1948. 
2 Elizabeth T. Sullivan, et. al., California Test of lvie~ 
Maturity, Intermediate and Elementary Series - Complete, 
Grades 7-10, California Test Bureau, California, 1950. 
- 4 -
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the Metropolitan Achievement Test, Interrt1e diate Battery -
Complete Form R, 1 and the California Test of Mental lV.~aturi ty, 
Elementary Series - Complete Form. 2 
Fifty of the ninety-five pupils tested were chosen to 
take part in the experiment. Those chosen \vere those \-vho 
fitted the specifications previous ly noted. 
Table I shows the di stribution of pupils used in the 
study according to sex and grade. 
TABLE I 
DISTRIBUTION ACCORDING TO SEX AND GRADE OF THE FIFTY 
PUPILS USED IN THIS STUDY 
Grade Boys 
VII 13 
VIII 12 
Total.. . 25 
Girls 
12 
13 
25 
Total 
25 
25 
50 
Table II shows the distribution according to grade 
reading level of the pupils used in the experiment. 
1 Richard D. Allen, ££• cit. 
2 Elizabeth T. Sullivan, ..QP• cit. 
-· --- -==--=-= 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION ACCOB.DING TO GRADE RJ£ADING LEVEL OF THE 
FIFTY PUPILS USED IN THIS STUDY 
============~-~~--=-~~ --~ - - , - ---·====== 
Reading Score Number 
7 - 7.9 3 
g - S.9 5 
9 - 9.9 g 
10 - 10.9 10 
11 - 11 and over 24 
Total •• • •••• 50 
Table III shows the distribution according to average 
grade achievement score of the pupils taking part in the 
examination. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION ACCOHDING TO AVERAGE GRADE ACHIEVEJ.\1ENT 
OF THE FIFTY PUPILS USED IN THIS STUDY 
-- -·-· -- · ----- ---
Average Grade Achievement Score Number 
========-:=======================~============== 
7 - 7.9 
g - S.9 
9 - 9.9 
10 - 10.9 
11 - 11 and over 
7 
11 
20 
11 
1 
Total. e • • • • 50 
-------~- --~------·- ·-·-- - ---~ ---- - -- -~-----~ 
Table IV shovls the distribution according to total 
mental ages of the pupils taking part in the experiment. 
6 . 
I 
i 
i 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION ACCOHDI NG TO TOTAL IviEl~TAL AGE OF TH.t: 
FIFTY PUPILS vlHO V\''ERE USED I N THIS STUDY 
=====· :~':::!= ··=-=· =--··::.:;:· ==·=·;.;;-========== 
Total l\iiental Age 
12 .. 4 - 12.11 
13 - 13.11 
14 - 14.11 
15 - 15.11 
16 - 16.11 
17 - 17.5 
Number 
2 
19 
12 
11 
5 
1 
Total. ... • . • 50 
Table V shmvs the distribution ac cording to total intell i-
gence scores of the fifty pupils who were used in the s tudy. 
TABU V 
DI STRIBUTION ACCORDING TO TOTAL I NTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS 
OF TH~ FIFTY PUPI LS USED Il~ TH.t; EXPERIIVIENT 
Total Intelligence Scores 
125 - 130 
120 - 124 
115 - 119 
110 - 114 
105 - 109 
100 - 104 
95 - 99 
90 - 94 
Number 
3 
10 
8 
14 
9 
4 
1 
1 
Total ••••• 50 
7 . 
; 
1"lateri al.s Used 
~-----
The fo llowing materials were used in order to obtain 
data necessary to this study : 
1 . The Califor nia Test of Mental I ~turity . I ntermediate 
and Elementary - Complete forms . 
2. The Eetropolitan Test of Achievement . Int ermedi a t e 
and Advanced Battery - Compl ete forms R an d U. 
J . The I ma gery Checkl i st , Carlt on M. Singleton, author . 
Descri pt io_A .Q f t.~~e- } 1lC!_te ri_als !:[_sed 
1. The California Test of Mental Maturity1 is a vailable 
on five l evels: Pre - prima_y , Primary , Eleme nta ry, I nter-
mediate , and \dvanced . For t he purposes of this study tle 
~lementary a nd Intermediate l eve l s were used. They were used 
in order to secure for the study pupils whose ne nt a l ages ivere 
twe l ve years or ab ove . The results of the test we re use d a lso 
in ana lyzing the relationship betHeen mental factor s an ·::l. 
mental i magery as measured by the che ckli st . 
Ac cording to the authors of this test , it is primarily 
diagnostic and analytical . It yields not one mental a ge an 
i ntell igence quotient charact eri st i c of t he fami liar intelli -
gence test, but three mental ages (language , non~language, a nd 
tot al) and three intell i gence quotients {language, non-languag~ 
and total). The ma j or purpose of thi s test i s to provide 
i nforma·tion on the nature and organi?.at i on of the abil i ties 
1 El izabeth T. Sullivan, .£E· cit. 
8 . 
9 . 
of a given pupil in order that his learning activities may be 
gui e an he nay be aided i n his learning difficulties . 
The California Test of 1Jlenta l Maturity con s i sts of 12 
menta l maturity tests, namely Immediate Recall , De l ayed Recal 
Sens i ng Right and Left, Manipul ation of Areas , Opposites , 
Similarities , Anal ogies, Inference, _~umber Series, Numerical 
Quantity, Aua.ntitative Reasoning , and Verba l Concepts. 
Norms have been ad j usted on the basis of over 100,000 
recent cases ; tables for adjusting expe ct ed achievement to 
intelligen ce quot ient medi ans have been included . 
The coeff iciants of r eliability of the Californ i a '!'est 
of lJlental Ivlaturi ty , Elementary, are ba sed on 725 pupils in 
r epre s ent at ive school district s . The coefficient s of 
reliability of the I nterme di ate form a re based on 400 students 
and 100 adults. These raliab ili:;ty coefficients have been 
computed by the split-halves method and correcte d by t e 
Spearman-Brovm formula . These coefficients and. the standard 
errors of meas urement expressed in months are as follows : 
Intermedi ate Elementar~ 
Relia- S.E. Relia - S. J:t.. . 
Tests bility l·'Ieas. bility Beas. 
Total Mental factors • 9l~ 4.6 .95 3.5 
Language factors • 93 5 .. 0 .94 3.9 
Non-language fact ors • 89 6.3 .92 4 . 5 
Iiiemory .89 6.3 • 92 4. 5: 
Spatial Relationships .$4 7.6 .87 5.8 
Logical Reasoning . 8$ 6.6 . 88 5.5 
Numberi cal Reasoning .92 5.8 .89 5.2 
Verbal Concepts . 89 6.3 .91 5.8 
Number of cases 400 725 
S.D. (M. A. in rJio . ) 19 16 
In order to estimate the validity of the California Test 
of Mental fllaturity, Dr . El izabeth T. SullivA.n made a com-
prehensive analysis of the Stanford-Binet. From this frame-
work, individual test items were prepared and subjected to 
statistical anal ysi s to determine difficulty and corre l at ion 
with criteria such as the Binet mental ages and the California 
Test of Mental lVlaturity total scores. Intercorrelations 
among the s eparate tests were comput e d a nd t he test data were 
also f actor-analyzed by the Thurstone Centroid Method . The 
total mental factors score has been found by the authors and 
other invest i gators to correlate a s high or higher wi th the 
individua l Stanford-Binet than any other mental ability test . 
2 . The Metropolitan Achi evement Tests l were given to the 
pupils in order to secure for thi s study students who were 
reading at a seventh grade level or higher, and who had a 
grade a chievement of at least the sevent h grade. Result s of 
the s e tests were used also in analyzing the re l ationship 
bet v-reen mental imagery and reading, vo cabula ry, literature , 
Engli sh, an d spelling. 
The Metropolitan chievement Test consists of a ba ttery 
of tests on sub j ect matter. The average of the subtest scores 
on each battery provides a measure of average achievement . 
The Intermediate and Advanced Complete Batteries contain ten 
subtest s : Readin~ , Vocabulary, Arithmetic Fundame ntals , 
·- -·-·-1 Ricl'Jard I'. A2.len, .QE· cit. 
1.0 • . 
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Arithmetic Problems, English, Literature, History and Civics, 
Geography, Science and Spelling. The complete battery was 
given so as to obtain an average grade achievement for each 
pupil. 
In the Jt!etropolitan Achievement Tests the rav-1 scores have 
been translated into a variety of different norms: grade, age, 
percentile, and modal age. 
Following is the corrected (Spearman-Brov-m formula) 
split-half reliability coefficient for each subtest in the 
Advanced and Intermediate forms R. 
Reading 
Vocabulary 
Arithmetic 
Arithmetic problems 
English 
Literature 
History and Civics 
Geography 
Science 
Spelling 
N----230 
Advanced 
Reliabilit-y: 
.937 
• 924 
.900 
.902 
.912 
.873 
.859 
.800 
• 837 
. 943 
N----350 
Intermediate 
Reliabilit__y 
.954 
.954 
.914 
.879 
.904 
.859 
.789 
.806 
.821 
.933 
3. The Imagery Checklist (see Appendix) is an experimental 
study used as a basis for an almost completed dissert ation by 
Carlton M. Singleton at Boston University.l 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the problems 
involved in this checklist as previously noted. The chec kli st 
consists of two forills. With each of these forms are two sets 
of stimuli sentences, each set consisting of ten sentences 
1 earlton M. Singleton, "Imagery Checklist," Incomplete 
Doctorate study, Boston University, 1953. 
l l . 
Introdu<;:ti_9_n of Stude_:'1ts to Pro~e_dure 
The fifty pupils chosen for the study v1ere told that they 
were going to help in an important investigation. All the 
pupils were eager to help. They were told that they were 
going to aid in finding out hO\'l effectively ~--ve \'\/"ere measuring 
mental imagery. A discus s ion of mental imagery followed so 
that all the pupils ;,-vould know what \.vas meant by "mental" 
pictures. 
The sentence "The balloons rose into the air" was v.rritten 
b 
on the blackgoard. It was read tb the pupils. The pupils 
were asked to read it to themselves. They were then asked to 
close their eyes and when they opened them 'to tell what they 
saw. Some pupils saw nothing, some saw the balloons rising . 
Other pupils saw the colors of the balloons , some saw an 
actual place with the balloon,s rising, and still othere cou.ld 
see the occasion \r~hich prompted the display of balloon s a nd 
the people who were present . 
They were told that such differences in mental pictures 
we r e to b e expected as it seemed that all people did not see 
the same things when they read, and that some people saw 
' 
' 
~ 
nothing. 
They were asked whether their picture was clear or blurreJ 
'IJJe talked about clear pictures and blurr ed pictures. A com-
parison was ma de using clear and blurred photographs. 
We discussed the scope of the picture. That is, they 
were told , the breadth of the picture and the number of 
19 __ ,_~ . 
things or people which they saw. In other words whether they 
saw a whole picture in a setting with people in it, or whether 
they saw only the things mentioned in the sentence. 
They were a sked if they felt, heard, smelled or tasted 
anything as they read the sentence. This they were told was 
not visual imagery but other kindr-:i of imagery. Again a 
variety of response vias noted. 
The students vvere then asked if the things , places, and 
people 1..vhich they sav"l were things, places, and people that 
they knew. If they were, then they were drawing from experi-
ence for their mental images; if they were not, they were 
creating a mental image. 
Introduction of -~tU~?_nts . to the Ch~k.t!.~t 
The mental imagery checklist , Form A, was then given to 
the students with the fol lmving explanation: 
"As you have seen some pupils see one picture in the 
mind's eye, and others see another different picture. Some 
children feel, taste, smell, and hear something vvhen they 
read , others do not. Some see 1.vhole pictures, some see only 
one or two things . Some mental pictures are clear and others 
are blurred. Some pupils see things that they know, .:m d 
other pupils create a picture~ 
Using this checklist. v-1hich you have been given we are 
going to find out v.J'hat each one of you can see, if anything. 
Remember some very bright pupils see a great deal, and other 
very brigh:t pupils see nothing when they read a sentence. 
You are to check just exactly 1vhat you see as you read each 
sentence which I wri te on the board. You are not going ·to be 
marked on these. You are helping in a study so that 1r>Te can 
help other pupils in their school work. Be sure to tell the 
truth and check just what you see , feel, taste , smell or hear 
as you read the sentences which I shall give you.n 
13. 
Further directions were given: 
"Take the checklist Nhich you have been given. Be sure 
it is Form A. Read the paragraphs on the cover. Let' s read 
them together.n 
The paragraphs on the coverread as follows: 
"These exercises are to help us find out what happens 
when people read. Some people tell us that they see pictures 
when they read. Other people aren't sure whether they see 
pictures or not and still others tell us that they never see 
pictures. 1t.Je want you to tell us exactly Nhat happens to you. 
There are no right or vvrong ans1,vers becaus e we don't know 
whether people are supposed to see pictures or not. Anyway 
those that do see pictures see so many different pictures that 
we're sure they must a1LJ:>e right. 
You can help us by answering these questions as exactly 
as you can. Listen to your teacher and she will help you on 
the first one. Write your name on the line below and any-
thing else your teacher asks you to write.n 
Then the pupils were instruct ed to write also the name of 
their school, grade, whether boy or girl, and their age on the 
cover of the checkli st in the spaces provided. 
Procedurt:_ .~_d in Gfl._e_c]<j._rl_g_ tl:}_e __ Ql!_~ck_l_ist 
The pupils were asked to turn to the first page which was 
entitled Sample. The sentence The b~u~ over the f~~ 
was written on the board. The sentence v1as read to the class 
as each pupil read it to himself. The students closed their 
eyes in order to see their picture more clearly. The 
directions continued: 
"Read the first question. If you savf a picture put a 
check in the parenthesis folloV~ring Yes. If you did not see a 
picture put a check in the parenthesis follmving No . 
If you did not see a picture you will not be able to 
answer questions two to nine; therefore, you would not fill 
in anything in these questions. Listen to the directions for 
14. 
filling in the answers to these questions because you may see 
a picture when other sentences are given to you. 
If you saw a picture check the scope of your picture. 
That is, check .whether you saw just a boy, a boy and a fence, 
or a whole picture with a boy and a fence in it. 
Go on to question three. Answer this question by putting 
a check in the parenthesis 1"ihich follows the place \-There you 
saw your picture. If the place \!'There your picture was is not 
mentioned, write i t in the space provided. You may add any-
thing you wi sh in order to tell us where your picture is. 
In questions four, five, six, and seven you are asked to 
check the things which describe your picture. If you saw any-
thing which is not mentioned there you may add it by writing 
it in yourself. If your people vJho doing anything, you may 
write that in. 
Question number eight asks you to tell whether the people 
and places v-rhich you savf in your mind's eye are people or 
places which you know. Check in the appropriate parenthesi s . 
Question number nine asks about the clarity of your 
picture. You remembe r vve discus sed clear and blurred pictures 
earlie r . Check v1hether your picture was clear, clear in parts 
and blurred in others, or blurred entirely. 
Look at question number ten. Even though you did not see , 
a picture, you may be able to do this one. Check in the 
parenthesis provided if you felt as though you were touching 
anything, smelling anything, hearing anything, or tasting 
anything when you read the sentence. 
Question number eleven asks you if you felt as though you 
were doing what the sentence said someone was doing. Check 
your ansvver Yes or No. 
In question number twelve you are to indicate whether 
you see the same picture now as you saw when you read the 
sentence. I f you see the same pictttre, check Yes. If your 
picture has changed, check No." 
After everyone had finished the sample, the pupils were 
told that one sentence at a time would be put on the board 
and the same proc edure followed. 
;]hen most of t he pupils had finished the checking of' the 
first sentence, the second sentence was put on the board with 
1 .5 . 
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the remark that they didn't have to hurry, and to be sure to 
put on the sheet all that they saw. 
This procedure was followed through al l ten sentences in 
Form A. 
Two days after the administering of Form A, Form B was 
administered in the same manner. The sample sentence was done 
together and a r eview of procedure given before beginning 
Form B. 
Scoring 
The check list was scored accor ding to directions from 
fJlr. Carlton M. Singleton, author of the checklist used. 
.. Part I. _Visual J:m?-~ge~. The visual imagery score was the 
result of the number of impressions seen. In order to reach 
this score, the number of checks made opposite the question 
on visual imagery were counte d . One point was given for each 
adjective, each definite object, eac h adverb, each phrase 
which described , and each location mentioned. The checks and 
the points were totaled, and the sum divided by ten. The 
result was the visual imagery score. The total visual imagery 
score was the sum of the visual imagery scores for each 
sentence. 
Part II. Sco2e.. The maximum score for scope was two 
points. The maximum was given for a complete picture. One 
point was given when a partial picture was seen, and no 
credit was given if the pupil saw only one person or place 
mentioned in. the stimuli sentence. The total scope score was 
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the sum of the scope scores for each sentence. 
Part III.Clarit~. The maximum score for clarity was two 
points. In order to obtain two points the pupil must have 
indicated that his picture was clear in its entirety. One 
point was gigen i f it was indicated that t he picture was clear 
in parts and blurred in others. No credit was given for a com• ... 
pletely blurred picture. The total cla ri t y score wa s the sum 
of the c l a rity scores for each sentence. 
Part IV. I~agery other than Visual. If the pupil 
indicate d that he felt as if he were doing what the stimuli 
sentence said someone vms doin g , he received one point. For 
each checkmark indicating that the pupil felt as though he 
were touching, smell ing , hearing , or tasting anything he 
received one point. The sums of these two scores resulted in 
a score for imagery other than visual. The total number of 
points gave a total score for imagery other than visual . 
Tot al. The total mental imagery score was the sum of the 
scores for Parts I, II, III, and IV. 
Additiqnal Data Obtaine . cJ.Jro_I!L_~qe ~C.h~ckli st 
The pupil was asked whether the people or places which 
he saw in his picture were people and places that he knew or 
not. These responses were tabulated and as a result the 
examiner could tel l whether the picture which was seen with 
the mind's eye was a memory picture or a creative picture. 
In order to ascertain \IIJ'hether or not the picture which 
the pupil saw remained constant from the time of the reading 
17 . 
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of the stimuli sentence to the t ime that he finished checking 
the questions, he vms asked, in the last question on the check-
list, if the picture he sa\v at the end y..ras the same one which 
he smv at first. 
Tabulating 
The final results were tabulated on a sheet labeled 
nrmagery Recording Sheet." This sheet contained spaces for 
recording the following information: (See Appendix) 
Name of pupil Grade Sex School Town 
Examiner Chronologica l Age Mental age Test used 
Below the information regarding the pupil was a chart 
on vvhich 1:ra s r ecorded the scores for each sentence and each 
form of the checklist, the tabulation of memory and created 
pictures , and the constancy score. 
Also on the recording sheet was a record of the pupil's 
total mental age, language mental age, and non-language age. 
In a space on the recording sheet was a record of the pupil's 
score in reading, vocabulary, English, literature, and 
spelling as determined by the Metropolitan Achievement Tests. 
Procedures in Anal~~~g R~flult~~bt~ined 
From scores on the California Test of Mental 1t1aturity 
f requency distributions vvere set up, and the mean and standard 
deviations for the following measures ~vere computed: 
l. Total intelligence scores 
2. Non-language intelligence scores 
I 18 0 
3. Language intelligence scores 
4. Total mentalages 
5. Non-language mental ages 
6. Language mental ages 
From scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Tests 
frequency distributions \"lere set up, and the mean and 
standard deviations for the following measure s were computed: 
1. Reading scores 
2. Vocabulary scores 
3. English scores 
4. Literature scores 
5. Spelling scores 
From the results obtained from the Iviental Imagery Check-
list frequency distributions were set up, and the mean and 
standard deviations for the following measures were computed: 
1. Total mental imagery scores, Form A plus Form B 
2. Total mental imagery scores, Form A 
3. Total mental imagery scores, Form B 
4. Visual imagery scores, Form A 
5. Visual imagery scores, Form B 
6. Scope scores, Form A 
7. Scope scores, Form B 
$. Clarity scores, Form A 
9. Clarity scores, Form B 
10. Imagery (other than visual) scores, Form A 
11. Imagery (other than visual) scores, Form B 
19 . 
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12. Total imagery score for each sentence, Form A 
1.3. Total imagery score for each sentence, Form B 
14. Total memory images, Form A plus Form B 
15. Total created images, Form A plus Form B 
The per cent of constancy of i mage was computed on 
scores from the Iv'Iental Imagery Checklist. The number of i mages 
which remained constant were totaled for each pupil, and a 
per cent of constancy for e ach pupil recorded. The total per 
cent of constancy for each form was computed. 
From the I'lental I magery Checklist the degree of relation-
ship between the fol l owin,:S measure s was determined by using 
t he Pearson product-moment correlation technique:l 
1. Total imagery scores on Form A and total imagery 
scores on Form B. 
2. Visual imagery scores on Form A and visual imagery 
scores on Form B; 
.3 • Scope scores on Form A and scores on Form B 
4. Clarity scores on Form A and Clarity scores on Form 
5. Imagery (other than visual) scores on Form it and 
imagery (other than visual) scores on Form B 
B 
6. Total mental imagery scores for each sentence on .tt'orm 
A and total mental imagery scores for each sentence on 
Form B 
1 C. C. Ross, lilleasurement in .l.QQ.~' s Scl].gols_, Prentice 
Hall, Inc. , New York, pp. ~ 2.3 9-241 . . 
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7. Total mental imagery sdores and total memory scores 
$ . Total mental imagery scores and total created imagery 
scores 
From the results of the Mental Imagery Checklist and the 
California Test of I'lental Haturity t he degree of relationship 
bet"'Teen the following measures was determined by using the 
Pearson product-moment correlation technique: 1 
1. Total mental imagery scores and total intelligence 
scores 
2. Total mental imagery scores and non-language intelli-
gence scores 
3. Total mental imagery scores and language intelligence 
score s 
4. Total mental imagery scores and total mental ages 
5. Total mental imagery scores a nd non-lan guage mental 
ages 
6: Total mental imagery scores and language mental ages 
From the results of the Mental Imagery Checklist and the 
Metropolitan Achievement Test the degree of relationship 
between the follm.ving measures was determined by using the 
Pearson product-moment correlation technique:2 
1. Total mental imagery scores and reading scores 
2. Total mental imagery scores and vocabula ry scores 
1 LOC~ · Git. · 
- ""'--
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3. Total mental imagery scores and English score s ! 
I 4. 'I'otal mental im~gery scores and literature scores 
5. Total mental imagery scores and spelling scores 
=~~~~~-=-=-==-~~~~~-=-~-=-=-=-==--===-====~~====================================1==="====== =-=-~-
CHAPTER III 
THE DATA 
In this study the que stion s to be answered , a s pre-
s ented and di s cuss ed in Chapte r I, are as follows : 
1 . Are the two f or ms of the checkli st equivalent? 
2. Which of the four scoring methods used in the check -
list is the most reliable? 
). Are the sentences used a s stimuli equivalent for 
each form of the checklist? 
4. Do the images r emain constant from the time the 
stimuli sentence is rea d to the end of the checklist? 
5. Do we find a gre at e r number of memory picture s or of 
created pictures? 
The mental imagery checklist and its relationshi ps to the 
questions listed are presented in the fol l owing tables: 
A group of fifty students 1o1ere given Forms A and B of 
the Imagery Checkli st . Scores were compiled and results 
tabulated. A comparison of the means and the standard 
devia t ion s compris e s Table VI: 
TABLE VI 
l\1B;ANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF FORMS A AND B 
-· -- . -- ---·- -----..a-=----- ~~ . 
- 0 0 0 0 0 .. 0 A 0 - · ' 0 0 > . --. 0 I 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~ .....-- - --. 0 0 . . . ...... ---.. 0 0 . --. --
Form N. Mean S.D. SEM. SEdiff. Diff. C.R. R. 
A 
B 
50 51.63 13.76 1.96 
50 45.94 16.27 2.32 5.74 
- --- - - - ---- -. - - ------ --·--- . . ~ - ~--~ -
=-==== ---
- 23 -
1.89 . 879 
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Although the mean for Form A is higher than that for Form B, 
the difference is not statistically significant. 
To determine the equivalency of the two forms of the 
checklist the Pearson product-mome nt correlation technique was 
used. Table VII is a scattergram showing the relationship. 
TABLE VII 
A DI STRIBUTION OF FORI/f A I'lliNTAL IMAGERY SCORES AND FOHivi B 
IJD:mTAL IJVLA GERY SCOHJLS 
. - . - ~ 7~ ~-~ 2j~~:~'5 :~!·:;,::' ·:;~;~ ;; ~;:~~1" ,28 1,05 . Total .. . 
~ t~ : == :: :;: =<~- ----=--~ =~~-- =-· ·-~- 1 . _- ~= - --·--=-· ~ ===-~~ 
8 77 1 1 2 
~ 70 1 l 1 ~-_..3~-
r-i 
cti 
-+-' 
0 
~6 3"'----- ----=1=-----""-3 _6;;;_._...-:;1:;..._._;.2_~-- -- - 13 
~56 ____ _ _ _ __ __ _____ t ~ ~ 2 -~·-·-- - - _ __2__ ___ -
E-i ' 49 1 4 9 4 1 19 
I 142 
.::;:: 35 
~ 29 
l 
1 1 · 
0 
rr.. 21 ~=--------------~--------------14 1 
7 1 ----J--=------ - -~~--- - ·--· 
Total • . 1 1 2 1 7 10 s 10 4 3 
---~ -~ Jy_ _ _ _ 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
~ 
1 1 1 0 0 50 
----~~~--------- - --------- - ----
No. 50 R. 
A correlation of .879 denotes a relatively high re-
lationship betv\feen the two forms of the checklist. 
=--===-- ===- =-=--=-
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It would appear that the answer to question 1 is that the 
two forms of the checklist are equivalent and are measuring 
relatively the same thing. 
Question 2 was concerned with the scoring methods used 
in the checklist. Visual imagery, scope, clarity, and imagery 
other than visual were scored. The problem was to determine 
which of the four scoring methods is the most reliable. 
To determine the equivalency of the scoring methods 
correlation coeff icients were found by comparing each student's 
part score on Form A with eafh part score on Form B. The co-
efficients thus obtained comprise Table VIII. 
TABLJ£ VIII 
RELIABILITY OF TH:t; FOUR SCORING :tviETHODS 
--
_.._ ... _ 
-------~-
Methods . Mean S.D. R • 
Visual Imagery 
Form A 13.24 4.34 
Form B 11.30 4.36 .811 
-- ·- --
Scope 
Form A 15.70 3.78 
Form B 13.52 5.198 .846 
Clarity 
Form A 15.22 3.997 
Form. B 14.14 4.46 • 743 
(concluded on next page) 
- -
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TABLE VIII (concluded) 
RELIABILITY OF THE FOUH SCORING ME THODS 
!VIet hods 
Imagery other than 
-visual 
Form A 
Form B 
N - 50 
Mean 
~~- 7 • .58 
6.58 
S.D. 
5.28 
5.97 
R. 
.685 
The answer to question 2 would be that all four scoring 
methods appear to possess reliability, the reliability range 
being from .846 to .685. Scope appears to have the highest 
reliabi l ity with visual image r y, clarity, and imagery other 
than visual following in that order. 
Question 3 asked i f the sentences used a s stimuli with the 
checklist wereequivalent for each form. The scores for each 
sentence were tabulated. Table IX shows a comparison of the 
means and standard deviations for the like-numbered sentences. 
To determine the equivalency of the sentences the Pearson 
product-moment correlation technique was used and the corre-
lation coefficients tabulated in Table IX. Table IX also 
shows the probable error. 
-~-= -.:o-=-=--====-=---=--=-=-=--=---==--=-=-=-==-==-=---,·-=-=-=-=----=-= -- --
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TABLE IX 
THE EQUIVAL~NCY OF THE STIMULI SENTENCES 
---~- --·- --
Mean S.D. R. P.E. 
--~--· 
Sentence Ho. 1 
Form A 5.75 1.31 
.660 .054 
Form B 4.75 2.23 
- -- ~-
Sentence No. 2 
Form A 5.21 2.18 
.300 •• 088 
Form B 5.13 2.25 
Sentence 1\Jo. :2 
Form A 5.27 1.53 
.270 .090 
Form B 4.95 1.87 
- --
Sentence No. 4 
Form A 4.71 1.91 
.443 .076 
Form B 4.71 2.19 
---- -
Sentence l~O. - 5 
F'orm A 4.99 1.80 
.564 .066 
Form B 3. 81 2.12 
............. 
-
Sentence No. 6 
Form A 7.01 2.77 
.302 .087 
Form B 5.77 2.99 
_ .... . ____ 
- ~--- -------
Sentence 1~0. 7 
Form A 5.15 2.132 
• 738 .044 
Form B 4.91 2.26 
--------~ ( conc1u.ded on next page} 
--
---~--~ -- --
-
-=- -=--- ---=:--....=;::__ ----==- ==--~ ---== ~-=--- -
-- ---
TABLE I X {concluded) 
TH.b EQU I VALEl'J CY 01" TH~ STil\1ULI SENTENCES 
Sentence No . 8 
Form A 
Form B 
Sentence No. 9 
Form A 
Mean S. D. 
1.85 
1.90 
R. P.E. 
• 583 .063 
- -··-
5.53 
5 .. 19 
2.11 
2.28 
.282 .088 
Form B 
------~.:------------------· 
Sentence No . 10 
Form A 
Forr;1 B 
3 .01 
2.35 
1.45 
1.66 
• 589 .063 
·--- --- ---·-----~----------·-· ~-~ -~-~~--~-
N - 50 
The correlation coefficient between l ike-numbered 
sentences in each form is in sentences 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, and 10 
more than four times its probable error, and is therefore 
significant in each of the se sentences . Sentences 2, 3, 6, 
and 9 show pos i tive correlations but they are less than four 
· tir2es their probable errors and are not significantly higher 
than chance. 
The an swer to question 3 theref ore Y'/OUld be that six of 
the sentences show relative equivalency, and four show a 
correlation which is positive but not high enough to be 
bette r than chance. 
28 . 
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Question 4 asks if the images rema i ned constant from the 
time the pupils read the stimuli s entences to the end of the 
checkli st. 
The pupils were asked to check whether or not the image 
remained constant. These checks were counted and tabulated . 
If the images didn't change they were noted as having re-
ported one hundred per cent constancy . If they reported that 
some ima ges remained constant while others changed, the pe r 
cent of images remaining constant was figured. 
Table X shows the number of pupil s and the per cent o.f 
images which remained constant. 
TABL~ X 
CON STA11JCY OF I MAGES 
l~umber of Cases 
Form A Form B 
Per cent of 
Constancy 
------------=21=------=1~6~.-- - ---- - ---·-· JQQ__ 
10 10 90 ----~-......;;;;..;;;,_, --- ---·------- ---:::~---- ----
_ _ _ _ . __ 4___ -~-----~ --- ·- 80 
!±_ ~- - 6 7_0 
7 4 60 
_ ___ _ ____;1:;::_ 4 - - - -- - - ___ _50 
--·- ---
1 1 
- --- -----~------ 0 
_________ ,1 1 
...... - ·- ·-·--
0 
- - -- ------ -·---- __ .......:;._"------- ---- · 
- - - -- -
---- - --· 
Total Number 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
1 
of Pupils 50 50 
----=-----=-----. -:... 
20 
----------
10 
0 
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The answer to question 4 would seem to be that all i mages 
do not remain constant from the time the stimuli sentence is 
read to the end of t he checklist. Eighty three per cent of 
the images on Form A remained constant while 17 per cent 
changed. On Form B 79 per cent of the images remained constant 
and 21 per cent changed. 
In order to answer question 5 it was necessary to find 
the relationship between memory and created pictures as 
defined in Chapter II. The number of pictures reported as 
memory and the number reported as created was counted and the 
results were tabulated. Table _I shows a comparison of the 
means ,standard deviations,and the standard error of the 
meanstogether with the standard error of the difference and the 
critical ratio. 
TABL_tij XI 
RELATIONSHIP B_l!;T\v.e;BN ~.fuNOHY AND CR.L::ATl~D PICTUrt.!:!;S 
IVlemory 
Created 
He an 
7.31 
11.87 
l\J - 50 
S.D. 
4.68 
4. 997 
SEM 
.67 
.71 
SEdiff . 
.98:, 
- ... . .... --
Diff. C.R. 
4.65 
------·------- ------------------------------
Table XI shows that with this population th9 children 
s aw more created pictures than memory pictures. The differ-
ence betwBen the m9nns is significant as indicated by a 
critical ratio of 4. 65. 
30. 
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Thi s study is concerned with the relationship, as note d 
an d discussed in Chapter I, between mental imagery and the 
followin g fact ors: 
1. Total mental age 
2 . Langua ge me ntal age 
J. Non-l anguage mental age 
4 . Total intell igence quotient 
5. 'Language int elligenc e quotient 
6. Non-language intell igenc_e quotient 
The I magery Checklist and the California Test of Mental 
Maturity were given to fifty students in order to determine 
the relationsh~p betvmen mental imagery anC. the above fact ors. 
The scores on the Imagery Checklist and the total mental 
ages as obtained from the California Test of l11ental Maturi ty 
were compiled and the results tabulated. A comparison of the 
means a nd standar d devi at ion s together ~dth the coeffic i ent 
cf correlation as obta ined by the Pearson product-mo_ent 
correlation t echnique comprise Table XII. 
TABL.S XII 
RELAT IONSH IP BETVJEEN 1villNTAL IMAGERY AND TOTAL lVlliN TAL AGE 
. - - -- - - - ------·- ·- ~- - ··ft ~~--~- -- - ---- - - -
----- . ·· --- - ·--~--·· ··------·- . .. - - --- - - -- -- ~~-= 
Mean 
Jliiental i magery 95 .1 
Tot a l mental age 174.2 
--- ----·-- - -- ·-- -~ - --
N - 50 
S.D. 
29.21 
13.18 
R. 
.059 
=*======--=-=-==---~- ~-=-==-~=--==-=--=-=-==============================~====~======== 
A corre lation coeff icient of .059 woul d indicate that 
there is pr actically no relationship between mental i magery 
and total mental age . 
The scores on the Imagery Checklist and the l aneuage 
mental ages as obtained from the California Test of ~ental 
Maturity ·were compiled and the re sults tabulated. A com-
pari son of the means and standard deviations t ogether with the 
coefficient of correlation a s obtained by the Pearson product-
morhent correlation technique compri se Table XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
RELATI01~: ShiP BET'.!El~N M~NTAL II~iAGERY AND LANGUA GE lVili l'JTAL AG~ 
·-· 
··- ---·-· ·- -
Mean S.D. R. 
Mental imagery 95.1 29.21 
.054 
Language mental age 173.7 13.68 
·------··- -- ------·- - -- - ------ --N - 50 
A correlation coefficient as .054 would indi cate that 
there appears to be practically no relationship betwee n -mental 
imagery and language mental age. 
The scores on the Imagery Checklist and the non-language 
mental ages as obtained from the California Test of iVi.ental 
Maturity wer e compil ed and the results tabulated. A com-
parison of t he means and standard deviations together vlith the 
coefficient . of correlation comprise Table XIV. 
==~==~==-~--===================~======================,=---======~========= 
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TABL E: XIV 
RELATI ON SHIP BET\':!EEN IVIENTAL IIviAGERY AN:!J NON -LAN GUA GE 
MEN TAL AGE 
Mean 
Mental imagery 95.1 
Non-language mental a ge 175.4 
N - 50 
S.D . 
29.21 
16.95 
R. 
.016 
A corr elation coefficient of .016 vvould indicate practi-
cally no relationship between mental imagery and non-language 
mental age. 
The scores on the I magery Checklist and the intell igence 
quotients as obtained from the California Test of Mental 
Haturi ty were compi led and the results tabulated. A com-
parison of the means and standard deviations together with the 
correl ation coefficient and its probable error compri se 
Table XV . The Pearson product-moment correlation was used to 
find the correlation coefficient. 
TABLt; XV 
RELATIONSH IP BETVJEEN :r.'lliNTAL D ..fAGE HY 
A1~ D TOTAL I11J TELLIGENCE QUOT I~!~TS 
Mean 
Mental imagery 95.1 
Total intelligence quoti ent 114.2 
rij - 50 
S.D. 
29.21 
8.62 
R. P . E. 
• 241 • 090 
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Table XV shows t hat t he re i s a positive correlation of 
.241 between mental imagery and the total intelligence 
quot i ent , but it is less than four times its probable error 
and i s not significant l y higher than chance. Therefore though 
a positive corre l at i on is s hown, the re l ationshi p between 
mental imagery and total intelligence is not high enough to 
. 
be considered real. 
The scores on the Imagery Checklist and the language 
intelligence quotient s as obtained from the California Test 
of Mental Maturit y were compiled and the results t abul ated. 
~ comparison of the means and standard deviations together 
with the correlation coefficient as found by the Pearson 
product-moment correlation t echnique comprise Table VI . 
TABLE XVI 
RELi1.TIONSHI P BET-~ IEEN YiE:i~ TAL I J.VIA GERY AND LANGUAGE 
I!\J TELLIGEN CE QUOTIEN TS 
Mean S.D. R. P.E. 
======:--=-~-=--::-. -:-. -:-: ..::-::. ------------;;-:::-:::::=::::::::::::::=: 
1v1ental i magery 95.1 
Lan guage i ntelligence 113.4 
quotient 
- - -- ---- -
N - 50 
29.21 
.109 .095 
9.51 
Table XV shows that there is a positive correlation of 
.109 between ,ental imagery and t!1~ l~nguage intelligence 
quotient , but i t is less than four times its probable error 
and is not significant l y higher than chance. Therefore it 
- - - -=---~=----::: 
would appear that although a positive correlation i s shown, it 
is not hi gh e nough to be considered real. 
The scores on t he Imagery Checklist and the non-languag e 
intelligence quotient s as obta ined from the California Test of 
J.VIental IvJ:aturity were compiled and the results tabulated. A 
comparison of the means and standard deviations together with 
the correlation coefficient as found by the Pearson product-
moment correl at ion technique compri s e Table XVII. 
TABLE XVI I 
RELATIONSHIP BET\irBEN it'lliNTAL I IVIAGERY .AND N 01~ -LANGTJ /\.GE 
Il\JTELLIG~l~ CE QUOTI~NT.S 
Mean S.D. R. 
I 
I 
========================~========- I 
Jvlental imagery 95.1 29.21 
.088 
Non-language intell-
gence quotient 114.68 10.58 
- N..: 50 
According to the results obtained and shown on Table XVII 
it would appear that there was practically no relationship 
between mental imagery and non-language int elligence. 
One of the purposes of this study was to invest igate the 
relationship between mental imagery and achie~ement in the 
following: 
1. Reading 
2 . Vocabulary 
3 . English (gramma r , sent ence construction, usage ) 
=-iF====--==:-=-==---=--=-==-== ~=-==-====· 
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5. Spelling 
The Imagery Checl-list and the Metropolitan chieveraent 
Test were admi nister9d to fifty students . 
The scores obtained from the I magery Checklis t and those 
obtained from the Metropol itan Achievement Test (Te st 1 -
Reading ) were compiled and the result s tabula ted in order to 
f ind the relationship between mental i magery and re ading . 
~ or.1pc:.rison of the mean s a nd s t andard devi at ions together Hit 
the correl at ion coeff i cient comprise Table XVIII. 
The correlation coeffi c ient was obtained by using the 
Pearson product-moment co rrel a tion technique . 
TiU:3L.t;; XVIII 
RJ!.;LATI ON SHIP B~TVTiEl~ FL•,fW AL I !VI.c1.GERY AND R.LADI1 1G 
Ylental imagery 
Reading 
Mean 
95.1 
240 . 6 
S.D. 
29.21 
13. 66 
-- - -------
-- .. - - ----- - ---
R. 
.050 
-----·---·--------- --- - -
1\l - 50 
A corre l at i on coeffici ent of .050 shows that there does 
not appear to be a s i gni ficc-mt relationship bet~o,Teen mental 
imagery and reading . 
The scores obtained f rom the Imagery Che ckl ist a nd t hose 
from the Metropol itan Achievement Test {Test 2 - Vocabula~ ) 
were co mpiled and the re sults t abul ated in order to find the 
36 . 
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relationship betvJeen mental imagery and vocabulary. A com-
parison of the means and standard deviations together with the 
correlation coefficient, as obtained by the Pearson product-
moment correlation technique, comprise Table XI:~. 
TABLJ:; XL' 
REL/1.TIO.LiJSHIP BET\'JEE1~ M l~N TAL IIvLLWEHY AND VOCABUL.'tRY 
·--·--·- ----~ - - ~  .. ...... .. - .. ..._ ... .. .... - ~ ... - . 
Mean 
Nent a l imagery 9 r- 1 ) .~ 
Vocabulary 229.00 
----.. .-..- ._. .... - -- - · • __.._ --- - - •· 4 ~ r _.. - • · -. • • 
- - _ _ _ ,_ _ _ .. --- .-• • oo~ L - ·- - · ... - .. ..._ -
S.D .. 
29.21 
17.01 
R. P.E. 
-.107 • 097 
------- -----~-------- ---- - ----
N - 50 
Table :~IX shovvs a negative correlation of .107 betiveen 
mental imagery and vocabulary , but as the correlation co -
efficient is less than four time s its probable error, it is 
not high enough to be considered significant. 
I t would appear that there is pract ically no relation-
ship between mental imagery and vocabulary as measure in 
this study with this group of students . 
The scores obtained from the I magery Checklist and thos e 
from the jiJietropolitan Achievement Test (Test 5 - English -
Parts I a nd II) were compil ed and the results tabulated in 
order to find the rc~l.:J.tionship bet -vveen mental imagery anc. 
Engli sh (grammar , sentence construction, and correct usage ). 
A comparison of the means and standard deviations together 
with the correlation coefficient comprise Table ·x. 
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TI.BLE Y.X 
RELAlBIONSHIP BIET\:Hl:EN MENTAL DviA G:SEY 1 ND ENGLISH 
1v1ental imagery 95 .1 
Engl i sh 231 .9 
S.D. 
29.21 
16.21 
R. 
.050 
1'J - :ro~ ·--·--· ·- ·  -- - --- ----- - ---~ ·-·---- ·- -~- ·---·- ··· 
Table XX shows a positive correlation coefficient of 
.050. This is too l ow to be of any s ignifica nce. Therefore 
it woul d appea r that there is no s i gnifi cant re l ati on sh ip be-
t ween mental imagery and English as investigated by this stucy . 
The scores obtained from the Imagery Checklist and tho s e 
from the l·'let r opolitan Achievement Test (Test 6 - Literature) 
were compiled and the results tabul ated · n order to find the 
relationship between mental imagery and literature. com-
parison of the ueans and standard deviations together with the 
coef.t'i c i ent compri se Tab l e XXI. 
T \BLE XXI 
RELATIOI'I SHIP BET1-.J:~EN Mr~NTAL IIvii\.GERY AN D LITERATURE 
Mean S. D. R. 
.. - ·-- ·-- ... - . ,_ ...__ - ·--- - .. ---- -_ .. .._ _ __ __ ... , ..._ , .. .. - · ... - ... A-. _, . ,.,. · - - .. ' . . . .._ _ ...... ,_, _ _ " __ ____ _ ,._ _ 
fvlent a l i magery 
Literature 
1\J - 50 
95 .1 
226 . 2 
29.21 
19.12 
. 021 
---· -----~- .. ·-- - --· -- ---
·--==--=========~-=-==--=-
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Table ~I shows a positive correlation coefficient of .021. 
This i s too l ov1 to be of any significe:mce. Therefore it would 
appear that there ·was no significant relationshi p betweP.n 
mental i magery ~nd literature as investigated by the method 
used in this study . 
The scores obtained f rom the Imagery Checklist and those 
from the Metropolitan Achievement Test (Test 10 - Spelling ) 
were compiled and the results tabulated in order to find the 
relationship between mental i magery and spelling . A com-
parison of the means and standard deviat ions together i-'Iith the 
correlation coefficient, as obtained by the Pearson product-
moment correlation technique , comprise Table XXII . 
TABLE XXI I 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEE N MENTAL IMAGERY ium SPELLir~G 
====~-==;:..:- -:,_·:,.:j· -:;..::·-=· ==-~ .-.--. ....;;: ·1, .:;_- - --~-~---~.::. 
lvlental i magery 95.1 
Spelling 223.38 
l\l - 50 
S.D. 
29.21 
22 .75 
R. 
032 
Ta ble n~II shows a positive cor re lation coefficient of 
.03 2 . This i s too low to be significant . Therefore it would 
appear that there was no significant relationship betwee n 
mental imagery and spe l ling as investigated by the method 
used in this study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SIDlHARY AND CONCLUJ ION 3 
The purpose of this study was to investigate the problems 
involve d in the use of the Imagery Checklistl to measure 
mental imagery. 
It was the concern of this study {1) to find out if the 
two forms of the checklist were equivalent, {2) to determine 
which of the four scoring methods vvas the most reliable, (3) 
to ascerta in the equivalency of the stimuli sentences used 
with the checkli st, (4) to find out vvhether images remaine d 
f cons t ant, ~nd (5) to note the number of images which were 
I composed of people, places, and things knmm to the pupils, 
and the number of images compose d of people, places, and 
things unkno~1 to the pupils; the former being noted as 
memory pictures and the latter as created pictures. 
This study was concerned also 1vith the relationship 
between mental iflagery as measured by the Image ry Checklist 
and the f ollowing factors a s mea sure d by the Calif ornia Test 
of Iviental Maturity: 
1. Total mental age 
2. Language mental a ge 
3. Non-language mental age 
I 1 Carlton M. Singleton, "Imagery Checklist, 11 Incomplete Doctorat e study, Boston University, 1953. 
I =============--========================================~====#======== 
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4. Total i nte l li ~nee quotient 
5. Language i ntelligence quotient 
6. Non-la nguage int elligence quotient 
The study was to investigate the re l at ionship bet we en 
mental i mage ry as measured by the checkli st an d a chieverent 
as measured by the Metropolitan Test of Achievement in the 
following a reas : 
1. Reading 
2 . Vocabul a r ' 
. En ·lish 
4. Literature 
5. Spelli ng 
It shoul d be not ed that this inve stigation \va s ca rried 
out 1-.ri th a select group o1· fift students from the seventh 
and eighth grades . They were selected on the basis of being 
U~· to grade leve l in achievement a s neasurec. b th 
, Letro ' Olitan .lchi even;ent Te st. 
In order to a ccomplish the purposes of th i s stud.y "t was 
nec essary to obtain ment a l age sco r es , intelligenc e scores, 
a nd acr1i evement scores. The California Test of E:ental 
Maturit y1 and the Vetropolitan Achievemen t Te s t 2 were used 
for this JUr ~ ose . (See Appendix ) 
To obtain menta l i magery scor es the Imagery Check l ist3 
1 El · . -h T S 1 1 ·1 . 
_l zabet _ . t~ ~ lvan , et. a . , ££• cJ.t . 
2 Richard D • .H.llen, .2.2• cit. 
3 Carlton 'l • .., ingleton, 2.12.· cit. 
===F====-=-==--- =-=====================================================~====== 
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I wa s admi nist e red t o the fif ty s tudents t aki ng part 
I 
in the 
inve stigat ion . 
It was made certain t ha t pupils underst ood 1vhat vias 
mea nt by Tlmental imago r~r n a nd much t i i"le wa,. de voted to 
di scu ssion be for e they we r e present Hd l ~th the check l ist . 
Upon present ation of the checkli s t the pup i ls an d ad-
minist r ator pa rti ci pated i n a lengthy di scussion to obtain 
th rapport necessary to t hi s e xperiment , to clari fy pro-
cedurc-s , and to g i ve the sturl entc an understandi n g of all the 
factor s which ~e re c ons i de r ed t o be necessary in or e r to 
obta in a true indi cat ion of their mental i magery pave rs . 
~cores v1ere compi led and the re sults t abul ated . The con-
elus ions reache d a r e based upon s t atistica l procedures. 
The fol l owing c onc l usion s were drawn: 
1. The t wo fo r ms of t he checkli st are equivalent as 
i ndicat e d by a re l t i vely h i gh corre lat i on coe _i ci ent 
of . 879. 
2 . Of t he four s coring method s scope appe c:1 rs to have the 
h i ghest rt~l i&t il ity , v.ri th v · suc. l i magery , cl a rity , 
a nd. i magery other than vi sue. l fo l lm.fl.ng in t,hat orde r . 
11 four scoring methods ap pear to possess r eliability 
a s the range was fro m . 846 to .685. 
J. In order to dete rmine the equiva l ency of the ten 
st ir.1Uli se t ence s ( se E: i ppendix ) whi ch were used vii th 
each forn; , the r ele1t i onsll ip betv.reen each sent en ce 
used hith Form A an ~ the like - numbered sent ence u 5 ed 
~--~~====================================================~======~ 
IL_ __ _ 
J with Form B wa s deterQined by the Pearson product-
! 
mon:ent con"elC:ltion technique. It was found. that t.he 
sentences ,,!ere not all equi va1ent. Sentences 1, 4 , 5, 
7, a, and 10 show relative equivalency with corr el a tion 
coeff icients of .660, .4~-3 , .564, .73$, . 5e3, and .5 $9 
respectively . Sentences 2, 3, 6, and 9 show positive 
correlations of .3 00 , .270, .3 02, .2$2 respectively . 
The se correlations 1trhile al l positive are not high 
enough to be con s i dered better than chance. 
L~-o P. s the constancy of i mage \\la s reported and the result s 
tabulated, it was found that all images do not remain 
constant . However , the percentage of images remaining 
constant is high. Ei ghty three pe r cent of i nages 
remai ned constant on Form A, a nd 79 per cent remained 
constant on Form B. 
5. The number of picture s report e d as memory picture s and 
the number reported as created pictures "lrJere cour..t,ed . 
The results were tabulat e d a nd a comparison ro1ade of the 
means and standdrd deviations . It was found that 
pupils saw more created pictures than memory pictures. 
There was a significant difference as indicated by a 
critical ratio of 4.65. 
6 . There "!,vas no significant relat i onsr.Jip found between 
ment al i magery and total mental a ges, language rr. enta.l 
ages , and non-langu age mental ages as the correlation 
coefficients of .059, .054, and . 016 respectively 
4. 'Z 0 . 
=--~=-==~*=====~~~-=-~-==~~======-=~====================================~======== 
denote. 
7. Although ther~ was a pcsitive correlation of .241 be-
tween mental imagery and tot al intelligence quotients, 
and there \".ras a positive correlation of .109 bet1~reen 
mental imagery and language intelligence quotient s, 
there i s no significant relationship denoted . These 
qorr elations are not signifi c2ntly higher than chance. 
There was no correlation noted between mental imagery 
a nd non-intelligence quotients. 
$. The correlation coefficients showing the relationship 
bet"'Jeen mental i magery and reading, vocabulary, 
English , literHt ure , and s pelling r anged fro n1 -.107 
to .050. This would indicate that there is no 
significant relations hip bet1'1een mental imagery and 
achievement in these areas. 
44 . 
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APPENDIX 
STIMULI SENTENCES FOR I MAGERY CHECKLIST 
Form A 
1. On the table was a bowl of crisp salt potato ch~ps. 
2. The good smell of fresh-baked b_read filled the air. 
3. The child's tower of blocks fell down. 
4. The boy walked barefoot across the thick green rug. 
5. She stretched back in the chair. 
6. Eating outside was the best part of the day. 
7. With a loud shriek the train flew past the crossing. 
8. The garden was filled with red roses. 
9. The noon sun felt hot on his bare back. 
10. She ran until she thought her lungs would burst. 
Form B 
1. The bowl l'ras filled with crisp salt nuts. 
2. The sweet smell of fresh apple pie filled the room. 
3. The dishes fell to the floor. 
4. The boy was squeezing blue clay between his fingers. 
5. She bent over to touch her toes. 
6. Eating the picnic lunch was the part they liked best. 
7. Making lots of noise the car speeded past the street. 
8. The field was full of purple violets. 
9. The boy shivered as he fell into the cold water. 
10. She walked miles until every mus.c·le was exhausted. 
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IMAGERY RECORDING SHEET 
!Name ••.••••• • •••••••••••••• .•• •••••• ••• • • •• Gr ade •• ••••• Sex • • • ••• 
School .. . ...... . ... . .......... . .. .. ..... .. ..... T0'\1\'Il • ••• • •• llio 6 u li ... .. 
E xarc. in e r • • • • . • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • C • A • • • • • • • • • ~1 . P.. • • • • • • • • T e s t . . . . . • 
FORM • ••• • • •• 
Sentence # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 2_ 10 Total l" - I I l i Visual ! 1 . 
I Scop_e 
-
-
Cla r ity 
-~ ~-- --
+ Other Im. --Total I 
·- . 
·- -~...,_-,....,. . 
- -------- --
FORM • • •• • • • 
~entence # 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 
II Vi sual 
--
- -
I Scope 
~ 
--r--- ·-- -- ... ____ .. ~-- - :---
I Clarity 
., 
I 
-
Other Im . 
I Total 
"- ~------ ----- - - -- ~ ---- ---~"--·-· ·- .L ~--- - -
-- -~ -
I.Q .• - C.T.Ivl.IVI. M A ,__...::__Q_.j'.._.~i . 
I Non Non Total Lan .e:ua,ge lan_g:uage Tot a l Lan,guage l an.e:u a.e:e 
I 
-
~;fe't-. - Ach:- 'rest" i)tandarp __ ~cores 
-
I 
Read Vo c. Eng. Lit . ~spell-.-
___ ....... 
--- · 
I 
I 
-
-
~8 . 
GENE RAL PURPOSE TABLE 
I NDIVIDUAL SCORES ON SENTENCES - FORM A AiiJD FOJ:UV1 B 
Sentence =fi' Form 
m .m 'Cases="-- -- 1 -- 2 3 4 5 6~ 7 8 9 io -.... 
1 A -·2.5 7.1 8.6 !6.0 6.1 7.9 4.f? 5.6 7.0 5.4 
1 B 2.6 5.6 7.3 6.6 2.6 0 13.6 7.4 3.8 3.9 
2 A 3·? 5.7 9.6 5.9 4.5 0 16.1 4.7 4.6 7.3 
2 B 2.6 5.6 8.9 6.8 4.6 0 !4.2 7.3 3.7 4.9 
3 - A 5 • 0 5 .6 1 6. 5 5 . 4 3 • 5 0 1 5 • 3 1 6. 2 16. 1 b.2-- -3 I B 5. 9 5 .3 I 8. 7 5. 6 3. 5 . 0 ' 5. 9 l 6. 5 ,1. 8 4. 1 
4 A -- 2. 7 . 5. 8 I 5. 7.17. 9. 3 .. 5 ~ 0 ~- 7 i 4. 8 '6. 4 4~· .-9- ---
4 B . 2. J:-!!5.-!.Q.~~· 4. 0 2. 5 _.Q_ • 8 I q_~J .2. ~ ~"--5 11 5.2 5.7 5.2 b.4 4.7 o .3. 1 7.1 12.9 5.o 
5 I? . 3 • ~+~ _5 • 9 .5 • 4 2 • fL 0 ! 0 ~ 3 • 5 ~ 4 ._?_u • ~-· --
6 A 5. 9 1 • 2 10 l7 •. 4. 6. 7 1 0 l4. 8 110. 5 16.41 2. 4 6 _B __ ___ Q_JQJ._ 11.~ ~~ ._q_ ..?-._9_ 0 ,§.6 1 _9.6!3.7 4.2 _ _ 
7 A 4. 8 b.4 8. . 1 4. 8 0 l 5 • 2 !'. 7. 4 '4. 5 1. o-
7 I B 5.6 5. 7 8.1 ,6.1 A.o l o ___ ;~~J- i 5_.lJb~ 2._._1 _ _ _ 
8 A 6.2 5.8 8.9 5.7 3. 8TQ 5.8 L0.1 ; 0 3.2 
8 B 6. 2 5. 2 1· 6 4. 5 4. 9¥ . 2 4. i .. A.· 9 i 3. 0 2. 8 
9 i' A 3 • 5 5 :8T 8 • 6 5. 3 6. 7 I 0 5 .1 r --6~0 jl 4 .1 5. 0 
9 _ B _5.0 5.4 1 9.3 •5.0 6.4 1 0 0 ~7 4.6 3.8 
10 A 3.7 14.0 3.6 ~ 2.1 1.9 0 1.9 , .7 4.5 2.7 10 B 2. 9 l3. 6 5. 6 13.3 1. s o a .1 . • 7 2. 2 2. 7 
Cases ] 11 12 13 F4 15 ib" 1-1 -f: 1{9 20 · 
Sentence iL..'f'orm . - - - --;;--.;:-1-;;---;::t- ·-· . _  1--:::o--=--~-1 A 5. 6 4. 7 6. 3 5. 3 13 .: ~ 6. 4 4. 2 4. • 6 2. 7 
1 _ B __ 7. Jt 1 .5_ 2.6 5.2 6.1 4.1 4.9 0 5.7 ·t---"-·~3 _ _ 
2 A 0:6 5.6 4.5 4.8 16.9 4.1 5.5 3.9 .7 .3 
2 B 5 • 0 13 • 6 0 1-.: 0 6 • 1 6 • 7 5 • 9 6 • 3 6 • 8 J • 5 
3 A 1. 7 5. 2 !r:<.r 5--:.cr
1
F. 2 3. 7 5. 3 6. a :6.3 2 .1·-
3 B 7.5 4.8 12.8 4. 9 5.2 5._~- 1.0 ).5 2.4 
4 A I 8.0 5.0 15.2 4.8 5. 4 b.~ j2.7 4.3 :6.3 .4 
4 l3__j ___ 0 15 • 5 0 4. 2 2 . 2 5 . .§ I 5 • 0 I 4. 3 !J. 9 1 3 • 8 
5
5 A r 4.9 3.6 0 4 . . 0 5.9 0.7 \5.1 3.5 [6.3 0 
B I 0 !2. 7 0 4.0 ~.!.~- -.. £..4 4_J. ___ Q_ 5.4 __ .] __ 
--+-6
6 
- -+-----:A ( 9. 7 ! ~ .1 7. 7 5. 7 8. 7 11.0 ~ 7. 2 10.2 8. 5 2:8 
B 110.1 \5.5 ~-~..?_ g_.o 17.7 4.71f6.7 o o 2.3 
7 A .2 !1 5.3 5.1 5.6 \6.3 7.3 5.o 0 [6.8 .2 
7 - ~ . g t-~~ --- ~:~ t : ~ ~:~ . ~ : Z ~§:-~tf; ~~~~ 13:~ ~· B 0 IJ. 7 ~ 6. 0 4~2-. §_!._!± . 4 • 4 5 . 0 ~ 3 • 8 4 . 5 • 2 
9 A 7.8 5.4 I 0 5.4 4.7 4.3 7.3 I 5.1 16.1 .5 
9 B 7.5 4.9 4.5 5.3 5 ~_]_.1tt5.J. t 0 i4.7i3_.7 I 
10 A 0 3.6 !2.7 3.5 3.3 3.5 3.5 I 3.2 3l0 0 I 
10 B _O~J-. 9 .1 0 1 0 . ?~~_h. 0 3...0 . 0 __  ._2_.,_ 0 __ 
---·=--====1!===========--==================11==== 
INDIVIDUAL S CORES ON SENTE!~CES - F ORM A AND FO Rr·1 B (continu ed) 
6 
7 
~ 
9 
9 
10 
10 
4 
5 
6 
6 
7 
ll -...;;:.~---+-~...;....-..,~~-i-'7-=-6r+:-=-" ~~~~~~.::-.....:.. -~ 
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I INDI VIDUAL SCORl~S ON SErllT.SNCES - FORM A AN D FOH.Iv1 B (continued) 
4 
4 
6 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
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GENERAL PURPOSE TABLE 
TOTAL PART SCORES - FORIV! A AND FORM B 
Visual 
Part 
Scope Clarity 
Form 
bG s -~ ,.:r::• 1_1:r,-' -- :r- i tf 
~ boo] ~1 ~:~~a~ l o~ 
L1 t.r-:.ry 
-- ~1 
Other Images 
' 
( 
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TOTAL PART SCORES - FORM A AND FORM B (continued) 
Part 
Visual Scope Cla~d· t y Other Images 
Form 
